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ABSTRACT
Recent cyber attacks are growing more and more
sophisticated and diversified. With the advent of IoT,
more and more devices are connected to a system, and
the task to protect heterogeneous endpoints in the
system efficiently and in a less differentiated way
become more complicated and difficult, as the security
and technology requirements for different systems are
quite different. In this paper, the authors designed and
implemented a micro-agent system which can work
cross platform, to protect endpoint devices from
certain vulnerabilities that lead to exploitation of the
computational resources of these devices in real time.
The developed micro-agent system, which is called
CELLS, can run on mainstream operating systems
(Linux, Windows, Mac Os), and also on systems such
as Android and Raspberry Pi, providing detection of
such attacks.
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1 INTRODUCTION
A more recent serious identity information
leakage was revealed when Marriott announced
that as many as 500 million guests of Starwood
hotels may have had their data stolen by hackers
[1]. Incidents that involve new threats being
exposed and critical information being leaked
have almost become a daily occurrence.
According to RiskIQ Evil Internet Minute report
[2], every minute in 2018, businesses spent
$171,233 to defend themselves, 1,861 people fell
victim, and close to $1,138,888 was lost to
cybercrime. In the same minute, there were 4
potentially
vulnerable
web
components
discovered, with many more unknown
vulnerabilities existing at system and/or
application levels that can be leveraged by

hackers. The question naturally arises, how do we
protect ourselves more efficiently and effectively?
Traditionally, we use antivirus (AV) products to
protect our systems. However, AV products rely
heavily on known signatures of malwares that are
incorporated into the AV product database tagged
by security researchers and/or security dynamic
analysis systems. There are two problems related
to these AV products. Firstly, a malware author
who released a zero-day into the wild, is usually
quite a few steps ahead of these AV products. By
the time it can be detected, serious damage might
well have happened. Although AV products can
stop the outbreak of certain malware, however,
more and more new types exist: oligomorphic,
polymorphic or metamorphic, that evade
detection [3]. Secondly, probably more
importantly, more and more advanced attacks are
based on file-less techniques [4]. The attackers
trick the users to visit certain malicious websites
and gain first a footstep into the system via its
browser, then inject and run the malicious code
directly in memory and continue to infiltrate or
move to other endpoints laterally. These types of
attacks are stealthier and can cause long-term data
loss and damage to the system. Traditional AV
products fail to detect them because their
detections are malware-centric and rely on
analyzing malware-specific artifacts.
With the advent of IoT, almost every digital
device can be connected to the Internet. This also
means more devices and systems are liable to
potential attacks. IoT devices are very resource
constrained with small footprints, e.g., sensors,
actuators, smartphones, and even residential
gateways. The standard way of detecting and
responding to malware requires certain virtual
execution environments with comprehensive
code monitoring and profiling, which is definitely
too costly and requires too much resource
overhead to apply to such devices.
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Micro-agent technology is an important research
area that is under development now, and our
research on CELLS is funded by the Ministry of
Education’s Translational R&D and Innovation
grant MOE2016-TIF-1-G-022. With CELLS, the
micro-agents are designed to move crossplatform seamlessly from one device to another in
a network to form a large-scale, loosely-coupled
distributed system and they can perform certain
desired system security operations on behalf of
the users and applications. There are specific
advantages in the CELLS design paradigm:
1. Convenience and Efficiency - the small
footprint micro-agents can move to
specified devices easily or push to all the
devices quickly through the existing
network connection.
2. Flexibility - easily update each micro-agent
and add new detection/functional features.
3. Concurrent execution - micro-agents on
different devices can perform the same or
different functions asynchronously.
4. Easy customization – we can customize
different features for different agents based
on the required contexts. For example, from
the security point of view, we may want to
add detection capability for the recent
spectre and meltdown [5] attacks to the
agent, or we may want to incorporate stack
overflow detection into other micro-agents
and these can be easily done. Attackfocused detection clusters of micro-agents
can be generated.
Our objective is to develop and deploy
lightweight micro-agents (CELLS) that can
monitor, detect and respond in real-time to
specific threats that exploit computational
resource vulnerabilities in endpoints with
mainstream operating systems such as Windows,
Linux, and Mac OS, and also in resource
constrained devices, such as Raspberry Pi and
Android devices. Micro-agents that can provide
endpoint
security
based
on
specified
vulnerabilities in computational resources of
different endpoints can protect against a wider
spectrum of attacks independent of attack entry
vector and platform characteristics.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A lot of micro-agent system implementations are
available, but with any given real scenario
problem, to choose the right or most suitable one
is still a big challenge for different researchers
and developers. Each of these implementations
have different characteristics, in terms of platform
properties, usability, security management, and
the primary domains which they can be applied
to. Some of these characteristics and their
subcategories are especially of interests when
designing a cross-platform, real-time security
micro-agent framework which can monitor,
detect and respond to specific threats that exploit
computational resource vulnerabilities in
endpoints and also in resource constrained
devices. We list a group of such characteristics or
evaluation criteria that were used to compare the
different system implementations in Table 1.
Table 1. The Evaluation Criteria
Small footprint
Event logging

Self -defense
Real-time protection

Cross platform
Scalability

The principles of selecting different system
implementations are based on the following:
firstly, they are open-source; secondly, they can
be deployed in large scale, or in mobile
computing, distributed-based or agent-based
scenarios; thirdly, they have been updated in the
past ten years. According to these principles we
have nine systems that are eligible for the
comparison, listed in the following Table 2.
Table 2. The Chosen Eligible Systems
AgentFactory
EMERALD
Jadex

AgentScape
IDK
Jason

Cougaar
JADE
JIAC

Before we give more details, we provide an
overview and an introduction to our evaluation
criteria and the nine eligible systems.
2.1 The Evaluation Criteria
Small footprint: By this we mean that the size of
the agent system is small, ideally less than 100
MB, for mobility across resource-constrained
IoT devices.
Self-defense mechanisms: The agents need to
have certain security capabilities that can defend
themselves from potential attacks.
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Cross-platform capabilities: There are different
modern operating systems, such as Windows,
Linux, Mac OS X, and Android, etc., and these
work on different endpoint devices. The different
implementations ideally should be executioncompatible with all these operating systems.
Event logging capabilities: The agents need to
record important events and details about their
actions, detection outcomes etc., these records
will be used for real-time and post-event analysis.
Real-time protection capabilities: The agents can
detect different intrusions during or as soon as
possible after the attacks.
Scalability: The agent system can be deployed in
large distributed, heterogenous networks.
2.2 Agent Systems Overview
As we mentioned, there are several existing
software agent systems. Applying our selection
principles, we located 9 compatible systems. We
will give an overview of these systems in
alphabetic order.
The AgentFactory Framework [6], an open and
extensible framework for developing and
deploying multi-agent systems that provides a
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents
(FIPA)-based distributed Run-Time Environment
that supports the deployment of diverse agent
types, ranging from bespoke, reactive to
deliberative. The framework has broadly two
parts: support for deploying agents on laptops,
desktops, and servers; and support for deploying
agents on constrained devices such as mobile
phones and sensors.
The AgentScape [7] agent system, is geared to
support large-scale, heterogeneous, secure,
distributed agent systems at three levels: middleware, services, and applications. Within
AgentScape, agents are active entities that reside
within locations, communicate with each other
and access services.
The Cougaar, [8] an open-source Java-based
agent system that follows a cognitive agent
architecture, was funded by DARPA, originally
designed for providing the best solution to the

difficult problems facing military logistics. Then
it goes beyond and provides a survivable base on
which to deploy large-scale, robust distributed
applications.
The EMERALD, [9] an implementation
framework which is built on top of JADE [10],
providing interoperable reasoning among agents
in the Semantic Web, with third-party trusted
reasoning services that the agents do not
necessarily share a common rule or logic
formalism to exchange their position justification
arguments with other agents.
The INGENIAS Development Kit (IDK) [11],
is for developing multi-agent systems that
supports the INGENIAS methodology. It uses a
model driven approach based on the use of
INGENME. INGENME is used to produce a
visual editor for Multi-Agent Systems or MAS.
MAS specifications are processed to produce
programming code, HTML documents, or other
required products. INGENIAS addresses
roundtrip engineering issues as well, by a
concrete folder structure and a code-tospecification information migration tool.
The JADE, JAVA Agent DEvelopment
Framework [10], is a free software framework
fully implemented in the Java language
distributed by Telecom Italia. It simplifies the
implementation of multi-agent systems through a
middle-ware that complies with the FIPA
specifications and through a set of graphical tools
that support the debugging and deployment
phases. A JADE-based system can be distributed
across machines (which do not need to share the
same OS) and the configuration can be controlled
via a remote GUI. The configuration can be even
changed at run-time by moving agents from one
machine to another, as and when required.
The Jadex [12] - these intelligent agents are a
modelling paradigm, based on the notion of
agents with mental states. The Jadex reasoning
engine follows the Belief Desire Intention (BDI)
model and facilitates easy intelligent agent
construction with sound software engineering
foundations. It allows for programming
intelligent software agents in XML and Java and
can be deployed on different kinds of middleware
such as JADE.
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Table 3. The Comparisons of different Agent Systems

Agent
factory
AgentScape
Cougaar
EMERALD
IDK
JADE
Jedex
Jason
JIAC

Small
footprint
✓

Selfdefense
✓

Cross platform
☓

Event
Logging
☓

Real-time
protection
☓

Scalability

✓
☓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓

☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓

☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓
☓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

The Jason [13] is a fully-fledged interpreter for
an extended version of AgentSpeak, a BDI agentoriented logic programming language, and is
implemented in Java. Besides the interpreting, it
has also other important features such as speechact based inter-agent communication, the support
for developing environments for multi-agent
systems and to run a multi-agent system
distributed over a network (using Saci or JADE),
and fully customizable (in Java) selection
functions, trust functions, and overall agent
architecture.
The JIAC [14], Java-based Intelligent Agent
Componentware, a multi-agent architecture and
framework that eases the development and the
operation of large-scale, distributed applications
and services. The framework supports the design,
implementation, and deployment of software
agent systems. The entire software development
process, from conception to deployment of full
software systems, is supported by JIAC. It also
allows for the possibility of reusing applications
and services, and even modifying them during
runtime. The focal points of JIAC are distribution,
scalability, adaptability and autonomy.
2.3 Comparison of Different Agent Systems
In this part we compare the different agent
systems against the evaluation criteria we
mentioned previously. Table 3, summarizes these
comparisons, detailed as follows:
Firstly, in terms of Small footprint, every single
agent system, except the Cougaar, has a

✓

reasonable size, less than 100 MB. The reason for
small size is that, as we need to cater for the
different endpoints in our system, from desktops
(which have enough storage space in the order of
GBs) to small Android IoT devices (in the order
of a few hundred MBs), the small size of the agent
system ensures support for deployment and
execution on most of the endpoint devices (if not
all of them).
Secondly, in terms of Self-defense capabilities,
each of the above-mentioned systems has
different levels of defense mechanisms to ensure
their security. And self-defense capabilities are
the “must have” features for any sustainable
system. For end-to-end security: AgentFactory
uses signature and encryption, AgentScape
framework uses authentication and private
logging. Cougaar and Jason use authentication.
EMERALD and JADE use signature, encryption
and HTTPS support to guarantee end-to-end
security. IDK and JIAC have not been equipped
yet with end-to-end security. Jadex, uses flexible
security mechanism based on shared secrets. In
terms of platform security, Agent Factory, IDK,
Jason and JIAC are equipped with average level
of security. AgentScape with a better level of
security, EMERALD, Jadex and JADE are
equipped with strong level of security, as the
Cougaar was originally a military funded project,
it has the highest level of platform security.
Thirdly, in terms of Cross platform capabilities,
some of the agent systems such as AgentFactory,
AgentScape, EMERALD, IDK, JADE, Jadex
and JIAC can be deployed anywhere with Java
Virtual Machine (JVM) installed, regardless of
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the operating system, but the problem is that we
cannot assume that the JVM is installed
everywhere and anywhere, especially in these
resource constrained devices. Cougaar can be
deployed in Windows and Linux OS, while Jason
can be deployed on Windows, Linux and Mac OS.
The Cross-platform capabilities ensure that, no
matter which operating system the device is, we
can have a uniform way of deploying the agent
system and controlling the different micro-agents
in the system, thereby boosting the efficiency and
effectiveness of the whole system.

The goal of CELLS is to provide a light weight
agent framework which can work cross platform,
is self-defensible, and with log file analysis, can
detect and respond to specific threats (real time)
that
exploit
computational
resource
vulnerabilities in endpoints with mainstream
operating systems as well as in resource
constrained devices. We will give more details
about the design of our framework to cater for all
these features in this part.

Next, in terms of Event Logging and Real-time
Protection against the intrusions. These two
features are very important, each is to be used to
for different aspects of a secure system. For
example, an event, such as an agent move from
one endpoint to another endpoint, or an agent
under certain attack, or an agent is deleted
(destroyed) etc., and needs to be recovered in realtime for sustained system security as well as for
later stage analysis, therefore the event logging
and real-time protection are needed. To protect
the system from certain specific types of attack
might be very important for some security critical
systems, for example, a production line, and to
protect them in the real time is highly needed.
These two important features are missing in all
the 9 agent systems that are listed in Table 3.

In order to achieve this first feature (crossplatform) of our agent framework, we need a
cross
platform
integrated
development
environment (IDE). There are quite a number of
them to be selected from, and these are detailed as
follows:

And finally, in terms of scalability, all the agent
systems mentioned above have this important
feature that can be deployed in large scale
distributed networks.
As mentioned previously, we want to design a
cross-platform, real-time security micro-agent
framework that can monitor, detect and respond
to specific threats that exploit computational
resource vulnerabilities in endpoints and also in
resource constrained devices. And these abovementioned systems are lacking some fundamental
abilities from our point of view. Specifically,
these systems lack cross platform capability, realtime protection, events logging and analysis. Our
proposed system, CELLS, aims to plug these
gaps. In the next section, we will introduce the
design of our CELLS framework.
3 CELLS: DESIGN OVERVIEW

3.1 Cross-Platform Capabilities

KDevelop [15], which was built on modern open
source technology. The KDevelop IDE offers a
seamless
development
environment
to
programmers that work on projects of any size. At
the core of KDevelop lies the combination of an
advanced editor with semantic code analysis,
which delivers an enriched programming
experience. Additionally, KDevelop offers
different workflows to assist the coder during the
development process. It helps improve the code's
quality, verify its functionality and then deploy it
anywhere. Supported platforms include Linux,
Solaris, FreeBSD, macOS and other Unix flavors
as well as Microsoft Windows.
CodeLite [16] is an open source, free, cross
platform, lightweight IDE specialized in C, C++,
PHP and JavaScript (mainly for backend
developers using Node.js) programming
languages which runs best on all major Platforms,
include Linux, FreeBSD, macOS and Microsoft
Windows, it supports all major compilers.
Qt Creator [17] is a cross platform IDE to create
C++ and QML applications for multiple desktop
(Windows,
Linux,
MacOS),
embedded
(Embedded Linux, INTEGRITY, QNX, and
VxWorks) and mobile platforms (Android,
iOS/tvOS/watchOS, WinRT). It comes with a
code editor, and is integrated with tools for
designing, coding, testing, deploying and
maintaining the software throughout its product
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lifecycle. It has a simple and intuitive interface,
features a code editor with syntax highlighting
and auto-completion, drag-and-design UI
creation, visual debugging and profiling tools and
many other tools to support the project.
As we can see from the description of Qt Creator,
the framework has the ability to support different
desktop operating systems, it also supports
mobile and embedded platforms, an ideal tool for
us to develop our agent framework which can
work cross platform.
3.2 Self Defense Capabilities of CELLS
Any micro-agent system that is intended to be
deployed in a hostile attack scenario, needs some
mechanisms to defend themselves. Therefore,
security concerns are always there for a designed
micro-agent architecture. Basically, there are
three major concerns: First, the integrity, namely
self-protection, where the agents use some
mechanisms to protect their code and data, and the
state information. Second, the confidentiality, to
protect the information carried by the agents. The
third, the authentication, a process or action of
verifying the identity of a user or process to use
the agents. In order to deal with the security issues
and other related concerns, some mechanisms or
functions are used in the designed micro-agent
systems in the previous section 2, such as
encryption, digital signature, hash code, and
cryptography protocols that secure data and the
communication channels. However, these
functions take a lot of processing powers and
memories of the endpoints for real time detection,
to include them into our design especially when
target hosts include resource constrained devices.
In the following sections, we provide details of
the important functions related to the defense
mechanisms of our designed architecture. At the
supervisory level, we have a control panel that
enables control of different security functions
(behaviors) and movements of all the agents.
However, these functions can also be preset to be
executed autonomously by each deployed microagent.
Clone, the first core function of the control panel
which relates to security mechanisms. When the
system starts and micro-agents are sent to their

destinations, for example, the objective may be to
protect a production line from Spectre or
Meltdown attacks. The agent which has the
capabilities of detection of the Spectre or
Meltdown attack will be cloned and sent over to
the endpoints of the production line. More
importantly, this mechanism will serve as the first
line of protection, for example, after having sent
the agents, some of them might be destroyed by
some malware (most likely if the malware is
advanced enough and can actively protect itself),
or deleted accidently by an administrator (less
likely, but possible), the deleted one will lose its
connection to the GUI control panel, and the panel
can then send a duplicate agent that has been
cloned to the same endpoint.
Steganography, the second core security related
function. The agents not only can be cloned, but
can also be hidden into a picture when the GUI
control panel send commands to ask them to do
so. This mechanism offers a two-fold benefit. A
known fact of advanced, self-defending malware
[3] is that it will first scan its environment to see
whether it is safe for it to execute the malicious
code. If the malware detects that it is being sandboxed or executed in a debugging or monitoring
environment, it will either try to sleep more to
delay the execution of the code or to delete itself
or the monitoring agent, proactively. Our agents
can hide somewhere in a picture to avoid the
deletion in the first place, and after the scanning
process of the malware, when the malware
concludes that the environment seems safe, and
execute the malicious code, our agents wake up
and can detect it. Of course, there is a chance, that
our agents can be deleted by the malware, but the
control panel will detect the loss of connection
and use clone function to duplicate and send a
new agent to the same endpoint.
Logs, another security related function and its
paired RetrieveLogs function forms another line
of defense mechanism. The log files will record
every event related to the agents, its move from
one endpoint to another endpoint, from active to
steganographic state, malware detection related
events etc., and transmit the recorded information
to the control panel (the GUI interface) from the
agents. These records can be used in real time,
such as to alert the system administrator, or can
be used in the later stage analysis.
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3.3 Responding to Specific Threats
Some pioneering work has been using the idea of
micro-agents to detect system intrusions or
anomalies. There are mainly two types of
detection techniques in the current research work:
the detection of misuse and the detection of
anomaly. While the misuse detection [18] refers
to using the patterns of the well-known attacks
that are stored in the system to match and identify
the known intrusions, the anomaly detection [19]
is based on learnt profiles from normal behavior
of users, hosts, networks and any deviations from
these profiles are considered as attacks. There are
also some other works that employ the detection
of both the misuse and the anomaly, such as in
[20] [21] [22]. Most of the recent initiatives are
based on the collaboration among different agents
which have different roles to form a hierarchical
structure in intrusion detection. In this structure,
some of the agents collect the information, and
some agents process the collected information,
some agents will get the conclusion from the
process agents and raise the alerts to the system
administrator if something is happening. Some
of them are more theoretical frameworks and
provide some general rules and principles on how
the different agents collaborate among
themselves in detecting such intrusions, such as in
[20] [23]. Whereas some of them are more
practical, with different implementations. In [22],
the authors provide an architecture that was
developed in Java using JADE [10], for detecting
symptoms of attacks based on the SNORT [24]
systems that can work in parallel with different
fitted parameters for the different sensibilities to
continually monitor the network conditions. In
[25], the implementation is based on the IBM
Aglet [26]. It has a learning mechanism based on
the Bayesian theory that the agents extract
information and analyze different actions and
classify them into different categories, such as
intrusion, dangerous actions and suspicious
actions, and through a reasoning process to get the
intrusion information and update the intrusion
rules. In [27], to improve the reliability and
efficiency of an intrusion detection system, a
feature selection approach was used. It evaluates
each feature or feature subset by the performance
of a classifier, and the feature will be selected
only if it results in the best performance of the
classifier.

The idea of hierarchical structure itself has
important innate values, because it distributes
different tasks to different agents. By organizing
collaboration among them, the system gains
efficiency and effectiveness. However, there are
some drawbacks in this design philosophy when
applied to our scenario. As an example, assume
that certain malware attacks the agents, and
destroys (all) the agents that in the middle layer(s)
of the hierarchical structure, therefore the upper
layers and the lower layers lose the connection,
the entire system might be deactivated. Another
point is that, sometimes, in a real-time security
framework, we want to protect a certain crucial
part of the network from certain types of attacks.
For example, to protect a production line using
micro-agents technology, we might want to have
real-time report from every single host in the line
that certain attack has happened, and it is more
effective to let each of the host in the line to have
at least an agent which has the functions and
abilities to detect certain attacks. Should anything
happen, the agent will report to a leader agent,
launched earlier by the supervisory control panel,
immediately. This design will have some
advantages over the hierarchical structure design.
First, it has a fast response as the agents are
designed to detect specific types of attack. If any
specific attack occurs, the corresponding agent
can immediately send a message to the leader
agent, and the leader agent will alert the security
supervisor or administrator. Second, it has a
higher reliability, since they don’t need to learn
the pattern or profile of the network to detect any
anomalies that may result in false positives.
Therefore, we have a “less is more” design, the
agents are designed to equip with the abilities to
detect and respond to certain specific threats,
these abilities are embedded into the agents, not
learned from the statistics or profiles. The threats
that we are currently focusing on are the Spectre
and Meltdown, stack overflow and side channel
attacks. CELLS can be easily scaled to support an
increasing range of malware intrusions into
systems.
4 CELLS: IMPLEMETATION DETAILS
There are mainly three parts in our CELLS microagent system. 1. There is a leader, which is
associated with the GUI control panel, with
different features, including the commands that
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can be sent to followers. 2. The file transfer
utility, which may be installed on demand in
specified endpoints. It is used to connect back to
the leader to get the agent to be transferred to the
same endpoint. 3. The follower agent(s), which
can also be equipped with a GUI control panel to
provide different commands for the different
actions and can display the log files.
4.1 Leader CELL
The Leader CELL that is associated with the
Control Panel, controls and communicates with
the agent CELLS (follower agents) across a
network. It has information about the agents that
are running on the endpoints, and how many
followers are connected to the Leader CELL via

2. Message - The control panel can choose a
follower agent that is connected to it and
send text messages over.
3. Message All - Control panel can send
messages to all the agents that are
connected to it as broadcast messages.
4. Move – As the Follower agent will need
to be moved to a targeted location from
the local directory, the supervisor/
administrator will provide the location (IP
address). With the help of the file transfer
utility, the agent will be moved to the
target endpoint within the local network.
5. Stego - The Steganography function,
hides a selected Follower agent (at the
endpoint side) into a JPEG/ PNG file.
6. Rerun - It reverses the Stego command.
After having been hidden into the picture
file, the Follower agent can be reloaded
into memory and executed.
7. Retrieve Logs – fetches the Leader
CELL’s log file where all the historic
actions are stored (with time stamps).
8. Serialize – creates a snap shot of the state
of the Follower CELLS. The state
includes log information messages,
commands received from Leader. The
state file is stored in the local directory as
a text file with time stamp details.

Figure 1. The Leader (Control Panel) Agent

the assigned IP address and port number. It has
different methods to control the agents, there is
also a log function to record these actions of
control. The Leader CELL has a single page GUI,
communicates with follower agents via TCP/IP
protocol implemented by Qt Socket.

9. De-Serialize –This function reverses the
function of Serialize, the state of the cell
will be recovered by using the text file that
was stored in the local directory.

We list detailed the functional features of the
Control panel / Leader CELL in the following.

10. Terminate – The control panel can
choose one of the Follower agents that it
is connected to and terminate it. After that
the agent will be disconnected and
destroyed at the endpoint.

1. Clone - As mentioned previously, the agents
need to be cloned, and send over to the
endpoints that need these agents. Thus, Clone
function creates a desired number of
executable follower agents on local directory.

11. Message Set – The control panel can send
multiple commands to do a set of actions
with one command (for example, to
message first, then serialize, deserialize,
then stego, then rerun).
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4.2 File Transfer Utility

1.

Connect – This function connects the
Follower agent to Leader with its assigned IP
address and port number. After successful
connection “Connection established with
Leader” message appears. At the Leader side,
the newly connected agent is displayed at the
Connected Followers list (as in Figure 1).

2.

Disconnect - This function disconnects the
Follower agent from the Leader. The
disconnected agent can be reconnected again
by clicking the connect button again.

3.

Clear - This function cleans the Log
window’s messages. This helps to clear the
clutter of messages appended over time.

4.

Client_Log - This function gives the details
of the Follower CELL’s log file with all the
historic actions that stored in the endpoint.

5.

Malware Detection - This function launches
the Follower agent embedded with the
required malware detection code. The
executable program runs separately and looks
for the malware threats. If it finds any threat it
will alert the Leader CELL via messages.

The file transfer utility, about 32KB in size and
shown executing in Figure 2, can be installed on
a specified endpoint. After that, an agent can be
transferred from the control panel system to the
designated endpoint.

Figure 2. The File Transfer Agent

4.3 The Follower Agent
The follower agent, shown executing in Figure
3, may also be associated with a GUI control
panel. It shows which server (the control panel or
the leader) it is connected to, and it can disconnect
from this leader if it wants to. It can read the logs
that are stored in a text file. Most importantly, it
can launch a micro-agent which has the required
malware detection capability, by clicking the
Malware Detection button. This is the core of
CELL’s malware detection sub-system.

5 CELLS: PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we present our prototype system
and detail experiments to show its effectiveness.
Currently, CELLS can work on Windows, Linux
(including Raspberry Pi devices), Mac OSX, and
Android platforms.

Figure 4. The Agent Systems

Figure 3. The Follower Agent
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5.1 The Design of Follower CELL Agent

the performance of our detections, we provide
some background about the detection mechanism.

For different operating systems, we have preconfigured agents for deployment and each
deployed agent can be pre-configured with the
requisite malware detection code. Each system
can then be deployed with multiple agents
containing capabilities to detect different
malware intrusions.
For example, if we want to have an agent to work
on a Linux system endpoint, we will transfer the
agent which is specifically configured for Linux
systems, from the server side (where the control
panel is installed) to the Linux system endpoint.
The same process applies for a Windows system
endpoint, and so on. But the control mechanisms
are exactly the same. When the control panel
chooses an agent to perform a certain function, it
just chooses one that is connected to it and sends
the commands over, no matter which operating
system the agent is working on. The size of our
agent is typically less than 4 MB, and the size will
increase if we embed it with more detection
capabilities. But since our framework is based on
multiple micro-agents, we can directly cap the
size of each micro-agent retaining its ability to be
deployed on small footprint IoT devices.

Figure 6. The Detection of Spectre on Windows

Figure 7. The Detection of Spectre on Linux

Figure 8. The Detection of Meltdown on Linux

5.2 The Design of Leader CELL Agent
The control panel (or the leader) itself is installed
on the server side, the size of which is about 12
MB. As the server usually will be installed on a
desk top or a laptop, so this size is negligible to

Our detection is based on a limited length of
historical record continuously gathered from
instruction processing parameters. When the
Spectre (or Meltdown) attack occurs, the readings
of these parameters spike significantly compared
to normal operation. By normal operation we
mean that, for example, a system executing an
ordinary app, or a user browsing any websites,
copying, or moving a file, or even idling etc. And
this high level of readings will remain as long as

Figure 5. The Detection of Meltdown on Windows

them. From the control panel side, all of the
agents will be pushed out to connected endpoints.
5.3 The Detection of Spectre and Meltdown
As mentioned previously, CELLS is developed to
have detection capabilities for certain types of
attacks, as shown in Figures 5 - 9. In this section,
we will detail the detections of Spectre and
Meltdown [5]. Before we give more details about

Figure 9. The Detection of Spectre on MacOs

the attack is still going on. We also noticed that,
mouse movements, keyboard entries, clicking to
start a program, opening of more YouTube video
windows, will also result in high value jumps for
the same parameters. One important point that we
want to mention is that the reading jumps
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introduced by these type of operations lasts for a
very short duration, typically only a few seconds
at most.
Our detection program is designed as follows: we
choose a length of the historical record, set a
quasi-optimal threshold, record the latest readings
into the record and deleting the old ones. If the
readings keep surging over a specified threshold,
then the attack is happening, and the program can
raise the alerts. On the other hand, if there is no
attack indicated, the record will be running and
updating, as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. The Detection Mechanism

We use the length of the historical record as a
variable and test the false alarm rate against it in
the following Table 4.
Table 4. The record length versus false alarm rate
Length
Rate

6
7.78%

12
2.22%

18
1.05%

24
0.27%

30
0.05%

We obtain baselines by running regular daily IT
tasks, without running an attack program (Spectre
or Meltdown). If the CELLS detector starts to
show that the system is under attack, this implies
that a false alarm has occurred. We observe and
record the false alarm rate empirically. As we can
see from Table 4, the longer the length of the
historical record we choose, the more accurate is
the detection rate that we get. But the problem is
that, the detection response time also becomes
correspondingly longer. For instance, if we set the
length to 12, it only takes 5 seconds to detect the
attack when it happens, while it takes about 15
seconds to respond when the length of 30 is used.
For the detection of Meltdown, a longer historical
record can be used (it also means the detector will
take longer to respond when the Meltdown attack
is occurring), since meltdown attacks dump the
kernel memory, and it could possibly take hours
before any meaningful information is leaked to
the third-parties [5]. However, Spectre reads the
memory of neighboring processes, so it is more

critical to use shorter record length to detect it as
soon as possible, despite having to cope with a
low level of false alarms. In our program, since
our detector needs to detect both of the attacks,
we choose the record length to be 12, which
means our detector can detect the attacks within 5
seconds with a high accuracy level (around 98%).
6 CELLS: COMERCIALIZATION
We are currently working with a local SME
(Distek Enterprises Pte Ltd) to commercialize
CELLS. We have identified that there are two
main selling points for our system. Firstly, the
CELLS system can be deployed cross-platform.
This means that there is a uniform way to deploy,
monitor and control all connected client devices
in the system from the server side. This feature
will boost the efficiency and effectiveness of the
system as a basis for a unified security framework.
The second point is that, CELLS attack detection
accuracy is very high, as the detection algorithms
are specially customized and optimized for
specific types of attacks (for Meltdown and
Spectre attacks, the detection rate is more than 95
percent) and these detection capabilities can be
evolved over time. Currently, our CELLS
prototype has the capabilities to detect Spectre
and Meltdown, general side channel attacks, and
stack overflow attacks, but new detection
capabilities can be updated and the detection
capability of a library of CELL micro-agents can
scale over time.
We are in the process of developing a CELLS
Hub for commercial deployment. Using the Hub,
a client can pay for and download the CELLS
package from our provided link. We can
distribute software licenses for a stated period of
time, and each license can be renewed when that
period expires. As new malware intrusions are
discovered, we can update the detection abilities
and push the updated agents out to client
endpoints, possibly as a cloud-based security as a
service to them.
7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This research project aims to provide a microagent system which can work cross platform, to
protect endpoint devices in real time from certain
vulnerabilities that lead to exploitation of the
computational resources. The developed micro118
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agent system (CELLS), can run on the
mainstream operating systems (Linux, Windows,
Mac Os), and also on systems such as Android
and Raspberry Pi. The future work will be
twofold: 1) Our team will continue work on the
agent system itself to make it more secure, and
make it can work on more systems, therefore, to
protect more IoT devices, including an Android
OS 7 based CELLS client app. At the moment, the
size of CELLS installer with all the subsystem
/libraries is around 40MB; though this can be
further reduced. 2) We will develop more
advanced mechanisms to improve the detection
capabilities of the CELLS system, and therefore
to increase its scope to protect against newer types
of attacks on IoT devices.
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